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Dimmer gray REG - Dimmer modular distributor
20...800VA 6586/14

Busch Jaeger
6586/14
2CKA006590A0192
4011395251768 EAN/GTIN

1615,88 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Dimmer gray REG 6586/14 composition of basic element, push button operation, number of modules (with modular design) 4, dimming leading edge, dimming trailing edge,
load type universal and LED retrofit, extension input, light value memory, can be used with button, can be used with time switch/timer, installation type REG, Fastening type
click fastening, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, halogen-free, surface untreated, design of the surface matt, color grey, RAL number (similar) 7035, suitable for
degree of protection (IP) IP20, impact resistance IK00, nominal voltage 207 ... 253V, frequency 50 ... 60Hz, control voltage 8 ... 230V, rated power 20 ... 800VA, connection
type screw terminal, core cross section 1 ... 4mm², device width 72mm, device height 85mm, device depth 74mm, touch dimmer with on-site operation. Optimized for dimming
retrofit LED lamps (LEDi). For dimmable retrofit LED lamps (LEDi). For dimmable retrofit LED lamps (LEDi) on conventional or electronic transformers For incandescent lamps,
230 V halogen lamps, low-voltage halogen lamps with conventional or electronic transformers and dimmable halogen energy-saving lamps. Mixed load operation LEDi and
conventional lamps possible. With memory snooze wake-up children's room central off cleaning light and time function. For staircase lighting controls with automatic switch-off
and warning function in accordance with DIN 18015-2. Supports compliance with the Energy Saving Ordinance (EnEV 2014). Low-noise through the use of MOSFET
transistors. Short-circuit-proof and overload-proof (electronic fuse). With manually adjustable operating mode: leading edge / trailing edge. With adjustable minimum / maximum
brightness. With light value storage. Can also be operated using conventional buttons (2020 US, 2021/6 UK). Extension input for short switching pulses (button) and permanent
contact (switch/timer). Extension input designed as a wide voltage input (8-230 V
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